Brick Campaign Announcement – Commemorate Your Child’s Momentous
TherAplay Achievements
My name is Nicole Marshall and my son Phoenix (“Finn”) has been attending Children’s TherAplay for a
little over a year now. Finn was born with Down Syndrome and in that very short time period we have
already noticed major strides in his developmental skills from the support team and programs at
TherAplay.
I am Amie Longest, and my daughter Julia recently graduated from Children’s TherAplay after five
wonderful years of service. Julia has made incredible gains because of Children’s TherAplay’s unique
multi-faceted therapeutic approach. Her Hypermobility Syndrome diagnosis has given her various
deficits in the everyday life skills we all take for granted. Her therapy has increased her core strength,
hand eye coordination, as well as her fine and gross motor skills. Julia looks forward to continuing with
horseback riding lessons to sustain her growth as well as foster her love of horses.
Like many of you, we have been excited to watch Children’s TherAplay being transformed right before
our eyes into an expansive new facility which will provide so many opportunities for children with
varying abilities to receive physical and occupational therapy on horseback. The “Giddy Up and Grow”
project is the result of the growing demand and ever-changing needs of our community. This expansion
will enable Children’s TherAplay to deliver exceptional therapeutic services well into the future.
The $4.4 MM project has already secured 80% of the budget goal, and we are re-launching a brick
campaign to help secure some of the remaining funds.

We have a great offer for you!
Purchase a brick, square tile, boulder or bench to commemorate your child’s participation at Children’s
TherAplay or memorialize a momentous achievement which has taken place because of hippotherapy.
These bricks will be incorporated into the sidewalk leading into the entrance of the new facility and will
leave a lasting legacy for years to come.
If you already purchased a brick or paver when the campaign originally launched in 2018, never fear! We
have your order! If you are not sure if you purchased in the past, feel free to reach out to Kathy at
kpelletier@childrenstheraplay.org.
Attached is an order form you can complete and return to either the Children’s TherAplay clinic office,
or scan and email back to Kathy Pelletier. Any questions can be directed to either of us or to Kathy. We
are all happy to help.
Please share this opportunity with friends, family and grandparents who might be interested in
acquiring a brick to permanently commemorate a special kiddo moment.
Kindly,
Amie Longest and Nicole Marshall

